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The temperature dependence of the birefringence of light was investigated in the rhombohedral 
MnC03 and CoC03 and in the hexagonal CsMnF3' It was observed that the difference 6.n = n 1 - n II 
in these compounds experiences a strong change in the region of the corresponding Neel points. The 
MnC03 and CsMnF 3 remain optically uniaxial crystals. regardless of the orientation of the 
antiferromagnetism vector 1 in the basal plane. A dependence of the refractive-index difference on 
the direction of 1 is observed in COC03• and this crystal becomes optically biaxial in the 
single-domain state. The results are discussed on the basis of the phenomonological expression for the 
tensor ~'j of the compounds in question. 

INTRODUCTION 

In earlier papers (1,2] we reported investigations of 
the influence of magnetic ordering on the birefringence 
of light in the antiferromagnetic crystals MnF 2 , CoF2 , 

and NiF2. In the present paper we report similar inves
tigations on antiferromagnets with a different magnetic 
structure, MnC0 3, CoC0 3 , and CsMnF 3. 

The study of birefringence of a number of mag
netically-ordered crystals (iron garnets[3-5] and anti
ferromagnets[6-8",2]) shows that the transition to the 
ordered state is accompanied by an abrupt change in the 
difference between the refractive indices of the crystals. 
We have shown(1,Z] that the sign and magnitude of this 
effect in MnFz, CoFz, and NiF z cannot be attributed to 
the change produced by spontaneous stricti on in the 
lattice constants of the crystal. It appears that there is 
another not so trivial mechanism whereby the mag
netically ordered state influences the birefringence. 
This magnetic contribution t:.nmag can be separated 
from the experimentally-measured difference between 
the refractive indices, as is done ineZ], if the tempera
ture dependence of the crystal lattice constants is known 
at sufficiently wide temperature intervals. 

A study of the dependence of t:.nmag on the magnetic 
structure of matter shows that in MnFz and NiFz the 
value of t:.nmag is independent of the direction of the 
antiferromagnetism vector 1 relative to the crystallo
graphic axes and the direction of the propagation of the 
light. In CoF z, in addition to this isotropic t:.nmag, 
there is observed an anisotropic increment of t:.nmag, 
which depends on the components li. We note that by 
measuring the refractive-index differences it is possi
ble to observe the isotropic effect only in crystals with 
symmetries lower than cubic. 

The study of birefringence in MnC03, Co0 3 , and 
CsMnF 3 is of interest, in particular, because they are 
easy-plane antiferromagnets, unlike the uniaxial MnC2 , 

CoF2 , and NiFz, in which the anisotropy in the plane is 
appreciable. 

SAMPLES AND PROCEDURE 

In the paramagnetic state, MnC0 3, CoC0 3 , and 
CsMnF 3 are optically uniaxial crystals. The crystallo
graphic symmetry of the isomorphic MnC0 3 and CoCO, 
is described by the symmetry group D3d , while the 

symmetry of CsMnF 3 is described by D~h' The unit 
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cell of MnC0 3 or CoC0 3 contains two magnetic ions[9], 
while that of CsMnF3 contains six Mn++ ions occupying 
two non-equivalent positions[,oJ. When the temperature 
is lowered, these compounds go over into an ordered 
antiferromagnetic state of the easy-plane type. The 
magnetic vectors of the sublattices in MnC0 3 and 
CoC0 3 are then canted and form a spontaneous mag
netic vector m, which lies in the basal plane and is 
perpendicular to the antiferromagnetic vector 1. The 
value of m is approximately 0.2% in MnC0 3 and ap
proximately 5% of the nominal value of the sublattice 
magnetization in CoC0 3 • According to the data of 
Alikhanov[lll, in the absence of an external magnetic 
field the vector 1 in CoC0 3 lies in the vertical sym
metry plane at an angle ~45° to the threefold axis C 3 • 

The compound CsMnF3 is a pure antiferromagnet(1Z1. 

In the basal plane, the crystallographic anisotropy of 
all three compounds is low, and therefore in a magnetic 
field (0.5-2'kOe), regardless of the field direction, the 
vector 1 always becomes perpendicular to the field in 
this plane, and the vector m, if it exists, is oriented 
along the field. 

Certain magnetic and optical characteristics of the 
investigated substance are listed in the table. We know 
of no data whatever concerning the refractive indices 
of CsMnF30 

The MnC0 3 and CoC0 3 crystals were grown at the 
Crystallography Institute of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences. The CsMnF3 was grown by S. V. Petro v of 
our Institute ' ). The selected crystals were x-ray 
oriented and cut in the form of rectangular parallepi
peds. The edges of the MnC03 and CoC0 3 parallelepi
peds coincided with the directions of C 3 (the z axis) 
and Cz (the x axis), with y 1 Xl z; in CsMnF3 they 
coincided with the directions of C 6 (z axis) and C z 
(x axis), with y 1 x 1 Zo 

We measured the dependences of the refractive-

Compound 

MnCO, 
CoCO, 
CsM nF3 

I TN, OK I :~~ 1 =g; le:~'/~:leIIT~3~{)OKlT~3~~OK) 

1
21;°0 1 ;~ ,;: 1 r~g 1 '2i I ~,~ I :~!,~ 1 :~g7 

53.5 * 3-)0 :1~1.7 _.. ~ 

*The values of TN marked by an asterisk were obtained from magnetic measurements, 
and those without an asterisk were obtained by Kalinkina [14) from the measurements 
of the specific heat Cp of MnC03 and CoC03 , 
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index difference ~n on the temperature and on the 
magnetic field. The refractiv"e-index difference ~n 
was measured with apparatus described in[2) by a 
method with direct compensation for the path dif
ference. The accuracy with which ~n was measured 
depended on the quality of the crystal and ranged from 
5 x 10-6 to 2 X 10-5 • The sample was placed in an 
evacuated cell in an optical cryostat. The sample 
temperature was measured with a ZLZh-99-chromel 
thermocouple. The relative temperature-measurement 
accuracy was ±O.05°, and the absolute accuracy was 
±O .3°. In a number of experiments, if no magnetic field 
was required, the single vacuum cell was replaced by 
a double cell constructed to resemble a Dewar. The 
jacket of this cell was evacuated to ~1O-3 mm Hg, and 
the internal part was filled with helium gas (~1 mm 
Hg). This construction improved the thermal contact 
between the sample and the cold junction of the 
thermocouple and kept the sample from sticking. 

The magnetic field was produced with a supercon
ducting solenoid and reached ~50 kOe. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

MnC03 

Just as inl2], the difference of the refractive indices 
was measured at two experimental configurations. In 
the first configuration light propagated in MnCO 3 along 
the y axis, and the polarization plane made an angle 45° 
to the x and z axis. In this geometry we determined 
the temperature dependence of the refractive-index dif
ference for light waves polarized along the x and z 
axes. A plot of ~nxz( T) = (nx - nzlT - (nx - nZ)3000K 
is shown in Fig. 1. We see that in the region of 300 K 
there is an abrupt decrease of ~nxz(T). On the whole, 
the curve resembles the analogous plot for MnF2 • The 
Neel point was determined from the maximum of the 
derivative d(~nxz)/dT and amounted to 32°K. No kink 
could be observed on the ~nxz(T) curve at the point 
TN, apparently because of the insufficient measurement 
accuracy. The value TN = 32°K differs from the value 
TN = 29,5°K obtained in measurements of the tempera
ture dependence of the specific heat cp in MnCOP4], 
but agrees quite well with magnetic-measurement 
data ll3] (TN = 32,4°K). According to the latter, turning 
on a magnetic field in the basal plane orients the mag
netic domains in this plane. In our experiments, the 
field was directed along the x axis, and consequently 

.', 

50 IIJ[} /50 
O~----~""'~~----~----200~~-2LM~~--J~ 

""''''1 CsMnf3 C~ 
•• ' T,;=5Z"K 

FIG. I. Temperature dependence of the difference between the re
fractive indices ~xz in MnC03, CoC03, CsMnF3' The points below TN 
of CoC03 show the variation of ~xz in a magnetic field 2 kOe, while 
the dashed curve shows the variation of ~xz in the absence of a mag
netic field. 
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the refractive-index difference ~yx in CoC03 
on the magnetic field applied along the x axis; T = 3,OoK, 

the vector I oriented itself along the y axis. Within 
the limits of the experimental accuracy, we observed 
no change of ~nxz(T) whatever at any temperature and 
in magnetic fields up to 50 kOe. 

A similar lack of change in the refractive indices 
when the domains become oriented by the field was ob
served also in the second experimental configurations, 
when the light propagated along the z axis. The differ
ence ~nxy ( T) = nx - ni turn out to be zero at all tem
peratures and fields. It follows from the results of the 
experiments with the magnetic field that the magnetic 
birefringence in MnC0 3, just as in MnF2, does not de
pend on the direction of the vector I relative to the 
crystallographic axes. 

CoC0 3 

The experiments with CoC0 3 were performed on two 
different samples, since the poor quality and small 
dimensions of the crystals at our disposal did not make 
it possible to prepare a sample that was sufficiently 
transparent Simultaneously in two perpendicular direc
tions. In the field experiment the light was directed 
along the z axis and we measured the refractive-index 
difference for waves polarized along the x and yaxes. 
In the absence of a magnetic field, the difference ~nyx 
= n - nx is not single-valued and does not exceed 
~lb-5. In magnetic fields corresponding to orientation 
of the magnetic domains, the difference ~nyx increases 
sharply-see Fig. 2 (the curve in Fig. 2 was obtained at 
a sample temperature 3.00 K), This change of ~nyx in 
the course of magnetization of the sample was first 
observed in CoC0 3 by Kharchenko et al. ll5 ] by the 
method of conoscopic figures. As follows from Fig, 2, 
the difference ~nyx continues to increase in magnetic 
fields greatly exceeding the value at which the domains 
become oriented in the crystal. 

The temperature dependence of ~nyx at certain 
values of the magnetic field is shown in Fig. 3. The 
same figure shows for comparison data from ll5 ], and 
also the temperature dependence of the square of the 
weak ferromagnetic vector m ll3 ]. The m 2(T) curve can 
be successfully aligned with the ~nyx( T) curves ob
tained in strong magnetic fie Ids. Our measurements of 
~nyx(T) in weak fields yield a transition temperature 
TN = 17.0oK, which agrees with the measurements of the 
specific heat cp of COCOP4]. Magnetic measurements 
yield TN = 18.1°K. When the magnetic field is increased, 
the different ~nyx does not vanish at 17"K. This drag
ging of the curves at high temperatures seems to be 
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the refractive-index difference 
ililyx in CoC03 , obtained in various magnetic fields: .-H = 1.8 kOe, 
X-H = 18.5 kOe, t.-H = 37 kOe, O-H = 46 kOe, O-data of ['5]. The 
dashed curves show the temperature of the square of the weak ferro
magnetic vector 0 2 (T). 

connected with the antiferromagnetism induced by the 
magnetic field [13]. 

In the other experimental geometry, the light was 
directed along the y axis and the temperature depend
ence of the refractive-index difference was measured 
for light waves polarized along the x and z axes 

Without the external magnetic field, the change t.nxz(T) 
as a result of the magnetic ordering is small, about 
0.3 x 10-4. In Fig. 1, the plot of t.nxz(Tl below TN is 
shown dashed. 

Just as in the preceding experimental configuration, 
the orientation of the domains by the magnetic field 
causes an abrupt change of anxz(T) below the transi
tion point (see Fig. 1). A field ~2 kOe was applied in 
this experiment along the x axis, and the vector 1, as 
is well known, oriented itself in a plane perpendicular 
to the field. 

A kink is observed on the anxz( T) curves plotted 
without and with a field. Its position at 17"K coincides 
with the value obtained in the first experiment with this 
compound (see Fig. 3). The maximum change of 
anxz (T) following application of a magnetic field 
(~2 kOe) is 

!1n., (T) = (nx-n,) H- (nx-n,) H~,"'1.3 ·10-'. (1) 

Unlike the preceding configuration, this quantity re
mained constant, within the limits of experimental ac
curacy, when the field was increased to ~50 kOe. Thus, 
the birefringence in COC03, as in CoF2, turns out to 
depend on the orientation of the vector 1 relative to the 
crystallographic axes. 

CsMnF3 

The temperature dependence of the refractive-index 
difference in CsMnF3 duplicates qualitatively the re
sults obtained earlier for MnF}2] and in the present 
study for MnC0 3. The crystal remains optically uni
axial at all temperatures and magnetic fields applied in 
the xy plane. The quantity anxz changes abruptly in the 
region TN and does not depend on the applied field. The 
plot of 

t.nn (T) = (nx-n,) T- (nx-n,) "'0' K 
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is shown in Fig. 1. The obtained value TN = 52°K dif
fers somewhat from the 53 .5°K known from magnetic 
measure ments. 

To separate t.nmag for MnC0 3, CoC0 3 and CsMnF 5, 

as was done in[2] for MnF2 and CoF2, data are neces
sary on the temperature dependence of the lattice con
stants of the investigated compounds. Unfortunately, no 
such data are known to us. 

THE DIELECTRIC TENSOR €ij 

The dependence of the refractive indices of the com
ponents of the tensor Eij on the magnetic state of the 
crystal can be described by starting from symmetry 
considerations, as was done in[2]. The components of 
the tensor Eij are obtained from the expression for the 
density of the internal electromagnetic energy of light 
in a crystal, with allowance for the terms quadratic in 
the magnetic moments, which are responsible for the 
magnetic birefringence. We assume here that in anti
ferromagnets the magnetic birefringence is determined 
primarily by the vector 1, inasmuch as the value of the 
vector m is always much lower. 

For MnC0 3 and CoC0 3 , taking into account the sym-
~6 

metry of the crystal (symmetry group D3d ), the expres-
sion for the electromagnetic-energy density is 

1 
8=80+ 8n {1.,E,'I'+1.2(Ex'+Ei) I'+I.,E,'I,'+I., (E.'+E,2) I.' 

+I.,E,I, (Exlx+E,I,) +1.,E,[E,(l.'-Iu') +Ex2Ixl,,] +1.71,[ (Ex'-E.') I, 

+2ExE,lx] +1.,[ (Ex'-E;) (lx'-I;) +4ExEylxl,]}. 

(2 ) 

The second derivatives of rf with respect to Ei and 
Ej are the components of the tensor Eij: 

e>x=e.c 0+2',21'+21.,1,'+21.7/,1,+21., (Ix'-J;) , 
eyy=e.c'+2I.,I'+21.,1,'-21.71,ly-21..(1.2-I,') 

e,,=ell'+21.,1'+2I.,I,', e.,=e,x=A,I,lx+21.,lxl,,, (3) 
e,,=e,,= '/21.,1,1.+1.61.1" 

e,,=e,,= '/21.,1,1,+ '121.6 (l,;'-I,'). 

Here E1 and E~ are the diagonal elements of the tensor 
Eij for the uniaxial crystals MnC0 3 and CoC0 3 in the 
paramagnetic state. 

Unlike the two-sublattice antiferromagnets MnC03 
and CoC0 3 , the compound CsMnF3 is a six-sublattice 
antiferromagnet and rf should be resolved along the 
vectors [16J 

1,=81-82, 

]2=-01+02+03-0',-, 

l .. =-0, +0'2-03+04, 

ffi l =Sl+S 2; 

1,=-0,-0,+0,+0" 
m,=o,+o,+o,+o,. 

Here s 1 and 82 are the magnetic moments of the Mn I 
ions occupying the crystallographic positions (0, 0, 0) 
and (0,0,12); al, a2, a3, and a4 are the magnetic mo
ments of the ions Mn II occupying the positions (13, :;;3, 
u), (13,13,12 - u), (:;;3, 13, 13 + u) and (13,13, -u). How
ever, inasmuc h as the vectors m 1, m2, h, and 14 are 
much smaller than 11 and h, we confine ourselves in 
the expansion to terms quadratic in 11 and lz: 

1 
8=80+ 8;' {",E!I,'+~,E,'I"+1,E.'J,I'+"2 (Ex'+E,') J,2+~,(Ex2+E.') I,' 

+1' (E.'+Eu') 1,I'+"3E.'I,;+~,E.'I'!+13E, '1"1,, +", (E.'+ Eu') I,,' 

+~, (E.'+E,') 1','+1' (E:+£:) 1"1,, +",E,I" (Exl,x+E,I,,) (4) 
+~,E ,I" (Exl" +E,I,,) +l,E,I" (ExI2X +E,I2,) +Tj,E"" (Exl,x+ Eyl,,) 

+"0 [ (E.'-E;) (1,.'-1,,') +4ExE,l"I,,] +~6[ (E.'-E;) (1,.'-1,.') 
+4ExE,I,.I,,] +10[ (Ex'-E;) (I"I,x-I,,12,) +2ExE,(l,,12y+I,xl,,) ]}. 

Here ai, i3i' Yi, and Tli are the magnetooptical constants. 

The components of the tensor Eij for CsMnF 3 are 
given by 
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e •• =e .cO + 2a,I,'+ 2~,I, '+ 21 ,I, 1,+ 2aJ" '+ 2~,.l,,' 
+21.l"I,,+2a,(I,x'-I,:) +2~, (1,/-1,,') +216 (l,xl,x-I"I,u), 

eyy=e.c '+2a,I,'+2~,I, '+21,I,I,+2a,l" '+2~.z" '+ 
+21.1"I,,-2a, (l,.'-I.i) -2~, (1,.'-1,,') -21' (l.xl,x-I"I,,), 

• u =e" 0+2a.l, '+2~.I"'+21 .I,l, +2a,I" '+ 2~31" '+21 ,l, ,I,,, 
e.,=e",=2a,l,xl" +2~,I'xl2y +1' (I,xl" +1,.1,,), 

e., =e ,x=' ha.l.xl" +, 12 ~.I'xl" +, /21.1"I,x +, h1].I"I,x, 
'" =B ,,=' ha.I"I" +, h~.l2YI" +, /21.I"l" +, /21].1"1,,. 

(5 ) 

Experiments have yielded for MnC0 3 and CsMnF 3 

the following: a) Anxy is equal to zero also in the mag
netically-ordered region, both in a zero magnetic field 
and in fields up to ~50 kOe), b) Anxz does not vary 
under the influence of the orientation by the field of the 
vector 1. Therefore the anisotropic terms in the tensor 
Eij should be regarded as small. The difference be
tween the principal refractive indices for these crystals 
takes the following form: for MnC0 3 

(6) 

and for CsMnF 3 

A _ 0+ 0+1' ( a, a, ) + ,(~, ~, ) (1' 1,) (7) un:.cz-nl. nil 1 '-, - -, I, -0 - -I) +lt1z -0 - -, ' 
nJ.. n ll n.l. nil n.l.. n l!, 

where n1 = (E1)1/2 and n~ = (E~)1/2. 

Inasmuch as a dependence of the refractive indices 
on the direction of the vector 1 appears in CoC0 3 , just 
as in CoF2 , it is necessary to take into account the 
anisotropic terms of the tensor Eij of this compound. 
In a zero magnetic field, as is well known[15,17), the 
crystal is broken up into domains that are parallel to 
the base plane, with the angles between their vectors 1 
not equal to 1800

• In this case the Eij terms propor
tional to the products of different components of the 
vec.tor 1 and to the ~xpr:ssion .l~ - l~ make no contri
butlOn to the refractive-Index dIfference after averaging 
over the volume of the crystal. In this state, CoC0 3 

should behave like an optically uniaxial crystal, and the 
difference between the refractive indices for the ordi
nary and extraordinary rays takes the form 

t. H_' = ,_ 0+1' ( A, A,) +1 '( A. _ A, ) 
n:ft. n.,L nlJ -,--0 ,-, -0 . 

n.l. nil n.l. nu 

As already noted, the change of the quantity A~=O 
in antiferromagnetic ordering is small (see Fig. 1 ).z 

(8 ) 

This situation is reminescent of the behavior of the dif
ference Anxz in CoF2[2]. In the latter compound, the 
spontaneous striction is anomalously large, and there
fore the change in the difference between the refractive 
indices Anxz 1at, due to the striction, is larger than 
Anxz mag. This causes the experimentally measured 
refracti ve -index difference, whic h is the sum of these 
two effects of o~posit~ ~ign~ to be smaller than Anxz mag 
and to be OpposIte to It In SIgn. By analogy it can be as
sumed that Anxz lat, practically cancels out Anxz mag 
in CoC0 3• 

In a magnetic field directed along the x axis, the 
co~ponent ~x turns out to be small and those Eij terms 
WhICh contaIn lx can be neglected. We then obtain for 
CoC0 3 

e==e.c'+2A,I'+2A,I,'+2A,I'/,-2A,I,', 
eyy=e.c '+2A,I'+2A,I;' - 2A,1,I, +2A,I:, 

Ezt.=elJo+2f...l12+2A.3lz2, Exy=ElIx=exz=r=Ezx=O, 
By, =B,,= '/2A,I,I,-'/2A.I,'. 

(9 ) 

In this state the crystal becomes biaxial, as is observed 
in the experiment. The tensor Eij is diagonalized when 
the y and z axes are rotated about the x axis through 
an angle a: 
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(10 ) 

Since a is proportional to the ratios A5/ (E~ - Ef) and 
Aa/ (E~ - (1), this angle is small. And since this rota
tion changes the component of the tensor Eij by amounts 
proportional to the squares of these ratios, the entire 
subsequent calculation was carried out for the initial 
coordinate system. 

If the light is incident along the z axis and the field 
is applied, as before, along the x axis, then 

(11 ) 

This difference, as follows from Fig. 2, continues to in
crease at magnetic -field values greatly exceeding the 
value at which the domains are oriented in the crystal. 
If this growth were to be connected with additional 
orientation of the domains pinned by crystal defects, 
tnen the A nyx ( T) curves of Fig. 3, c orres ponding to 
different fields, would come c loser together with in
creasing temperature, whereas the difference between 
them increases starting with low temperatures. 

One of the possible explanations of the growth of 
Anyz in strong magnetic fields is connected with the 
effect observed by Bazhan[1B) in NiC0 3 • As is well 
known from neutron-diffraction measurements[1l,19 1, in 
the isomorphic NiC0 3 and CoC0 3 the vector 1, in the 
absence of an external magnetic field, lies in a vertical 
symmetry plane and makes angles ~22 and 45° with the 
basal plane, respectively. As shown by Bazhan, in 
NiCO 3 this angle is a function of the crystal tempera
ture and of the field applied in the basal plane, and 
vanishes at a critical field value 14 kOe. If we assume 
a similar effect in CoCO 3, then the projections l z and 
ly vary with a field parallel to the x axiS, and there
fore the difference Anyx should depend on the field also 
after the vanishing of the domain structure. 

In the other configuration (klight II y, H II x), the 
orientation of the domains by the field causes the dif
ference Anxz to take the form 

H"x " , ,( A, A, ) ( A, A, ) A, A. o.n." =n.c-n,, +l --- +l.' --- +-~II--I' (12) 
n.l.° nil'; n.l..° nllo nJ..u l1l n.l..0 v' 

In Fig. 1, the plot of An~:O is shown dashed. The values 
H=O of Anxz are marked by points. The change of Anxz(T) 

as the domain structure vanishes is observed only in the 
antiferromagnetic region. 

In conc ius ion, we thank P. L. Kapitza for interest in 
the work and I. E. Dzyaloshinskil for useful discussions. 

APPENDIX 

In our earlier paper[2), errors crept into the expres
sions for the density of the internal electromagnetic 
energy Iff and the dielectric tensor Eij of the crystals 
MnF2, CoF2 , and NiF2 • When suitably corrected formu-
las (5)-(10) of[2] become respectively , 

1 
8=8, + 8n{t.,E.'I'+A,(E.'+E:) I'~A,E.'I,'+A, (E.'+E,') I.' 

. +A,E'/, (Exl, +E,I,) +A,E.E,I.I, +A, (E.'-E,') (I/-l,'»); 

ex.=e.c '+2A,I'+2A,}, '+2/'8 (1/-1,,'), 
Byy=e.c'+2A,I'+2A,I,'-2A8(1x'-I,,') , 

.,,=e,,'+2A,I'+2A,I,', e"=ey.='/2t,,Uy. 
e,,=ea='hA,I,I., e,,=e,,='/2A,I,/y; 

A isotr. 2 ( 1..1 /"'2 ). 
un» =nz-nll= I u - -, ; 

nil nJ. 
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(5 ) 

(6) 

(7 ) 
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(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

In addition, the tensor Tij becomes diagonalized by 
rotation of the x and z axes through an angle Ci: 

).., 
tg 20; = -,--, [,I,. 

ell -B...L 

l)The authors thank N. Yu. Ikornikova, V. R. Gakel', and V. M. Egorov 
for supplying the MnC03 and CoC03 samples, and to S. V. Petrov for 
supplying the CsMnF 3 crystals. 
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